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INTRODUCTION
w xIn 3, 4 , K. Komatsu investigated the Galois group G of a trinomial of
 . pthe form w X s X q aX q a, where a is a rational integer and p a
w xprime number. In 4 it is shown, in particular, that when p divides a
  . .exactly once w X is of Eisenstein type with respect to p and arp is a
square, then the Galois group G, considered as a group of permutations of
 .the roots of w X , is isomorphic to the symmetric group S .p
The main aim of this paper is to study the absolute Galois group G of
 .such a trinomial w X when it is of Eisenstein type with respect to p. So,
other than at the end of Section 3, where the case ``p does not divide a'' is
briefly dealt with, we suppose that p divides a exactly once. We shall show
 .that when this is so, the Galois group G is either the group Aff F of allp
the affine transformations
x ¬ mx q n , m , n g F , m / 0p
of the finite field F of p elements, or the full symmetric group S .p p
 .Let N be the splitting field of w X over Q, the field of rational
 .numbers. Then for G to be the affine group Aff F it is necessary thatp
 .  .N s Q p , z , where p is a root of w X and z a primitive pth root ofp p
unity.
Furthermore, we shall see that G , S in each of the two followingp
cases.
1. a - 0
 .2. arp k 1 mod p .
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1. INERTIA GROUPS
Let p be a prime number fixed once and for all. Let Q be the field ofp
p-adic numbers. We start with a general result.
LEMMA 1.1. Let ErQ be a non-Galois extension of degree p, and let Fp
be the Galois closure of ErQ . Suppose that the absolute discriminant of E isp
equal to p p. Then F is a totally ramified extension of Q with Galois groupp
 .isomorphic to the affine group Aff F .p
Proof. By choosing a primitive elements a of ErQ , and taking itsp
 .  .minimal polynomial f X , the Galois group Gal FrQ can be identifiedp
 .to a permutation group of degree p, acting on the roots of f X . Since
 .  .Gal FrQ is also solvable as a local Galois group , it is isomorphic to ap
 .subgroup of Aff F . Therefore all we have to show is that the extensionp
ErF is totally ramified of degree equal to p y 1.
 .We let D MrN be the different of a local extension MrN. By the
transitivity of the different, we have
D FrQ s D FrE ? D ErQ . . .  .p p
 .Let G denote the ramification groups of the Galois extensioni iG 0
w xFrQ . We then have 9, chapitre IV, Sect. 2p
D FrQ s p iG 0CardG i.y1. .p
s p ey1ql py1. ,
where p stands for the maximal ideal of F, the integer e is the ramifica-
tion index of the extension FrQ , and G is the last non-trivial ramifi-p l
cation group.
On the other hand, since FrE is tamely ramified
D FrE s p er py1 , .
and, by hypothesis, we have
per p eD ErQ s p s p . . .p
 .Taking all these last equalities into account, we obtain e s l p p y 1 .
 .So we necessarily have l s 1 and e s p p y 1 . The lemma follows.
Now fix a rational integer a such that p divides a exactly once. Denote
by p [ p , p , . . . , p the different roots of the Eisenstein trinomial1 2 p
 . p  .w X s X q aX q a in a fixed algebraic closure of Q. Let K [ Q p
be the field obtained by adjoining the root p to the field Q, and let
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 .  .N [ Q p , p , . . . , p be the splitting field of w X over Q. The trinomial2 p
 .w X being irreducible over Q, the Galois group G of N over Q is a
transitive group of permutations of the roots of w. We shall now look at
the inertia group of the different places of N in the extension NrQ.
 . w xThe discriminant D of the polynomial w X is 10, Theorem 2
 .py1 r2 p py1D s y1 p b D , . 0
py1  . py1where b [ arp and D s p q b p y 1 .0
The first question which springs to mind is, For which values of b is the
< <absolute value of D not a square? Since if D is not a square, then the0 0
Galois group G is the symmetric group S . Indeed, if a prime number lp
divides D to an odd power, then l divides the absolute discriminant of the0
 . w xnumber field K s Q p exactly once 5, Theorem 2 . This implies that the
inertia group of a prime divisor L of N above l is generated by a
w x  .transposition 6, Lemma 5 . Now a prime degree so primitive permutation
group which contains a transposition is the full symmetric group. Here we
< <shall not go into detail to see when D is not a square, but rather we shall0
< <assume that D is a square to see to which group the Galois group G may0
be isomorphic, other than S . It is important to note that under such anp
assumption, the extension NrQ is unramified outside the prime divisors of
w xa 5, Theorem 2 . It should also be noted that for each prime number p,
the expression
py1py1D s p q b p y 1 .0
is a square for infinitely many rational integers b. Indeed, if
py12  py1.r2b s r p y 1 q 2 rp , r g Z, .
then D is a square.0
Let p be a prime ideal of N lying above p. Let P [ p l K be the
place of K between p and p. The p-adic valuation of the discriminant of
 .the polynomial w X being equal to p, we may apply Lemma 1.1 to the
tower of local fields N > K > Q obtained by completion with respectp P p
to the corresponding valuations. We then have
 .LEMMA 1.2. The inertia group defined up to conjugation of p in NrQ is
 .isomorphic to the affine group Aff F .p
Note. In this approach of Lemma 1.2, the special form of the polyno-
 .mial w X is not required. An alternative proof of this result will be
implicit in Section 4.
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< <LEMMA 1.3. Under the assumption `` D is a square,'' a rational prime is0
either unramified or totally ramified in the number field K.
 .Proof. The trinomial w X being Eisenstein with respect to p, the
< <prime p is totally ramified in K. Now consider a prime l / p. Since D is0
a square, only the prime divisors of a are susceptible to being ramified in
 .K. So we may assume that l divides a. Newton's polygon of w X relative
 .to the prime l consists of a single side joining the point 0, 0 to the point
  ..  .p, ¨ a , where ¨ a is the l-adic valuation of a. The associated polyno-l l
mial is a binomial of the form
F Y s Y m q ar¨ a , .  .l
 . wwhere m s p or 1, according as p divides ¨ a or not. So by 8, Sect. 2,l
x lTheorem 5 , l s a , where a is an integral ideal of K, and l s prm is
 . either 1 or p. Furthermore, since F Y is separable modulo l i.e., the
. wpolynomial w is regular relative to p in Ore's terminology , by 8, Sect. 2,
xTheorem 6 , a is a product of distinct prime ideals of K. This proves the
lemma.
wFrom the above result and Abhyankar's lemma 7, Chap. 5, Sect. 2, p.
x236 , we observe that the inertia group of each ramified prime ideal of N
which does not lie over p is cyclic of order p. This incites us to consider
the maximal abelian extension of Q contained in N.
2. MAXIMAL ABELIAN EXTENSION OF Q CONTAINED
IN N
 .We keep the same notations as before and let Q z denote then
cyclotomic field obtained by adjoining a primitive nth root of unity to Q.
Let L be the maximal subfield of N fixed by all the commutators of G.
It is also the maximal abelian extension of Q contained in N, and we have
L l K s Q that KrQ is not cyclic is obvious from the discriminant D of
. < <w . Therefore the extension LrQ is of degree prime to p, and if D is a0
square, then by virtue of Lemma 1.3, the extension LrQ is unramified
outside the prime p and infinity. This leads to the following key lemma of
the paper.
< <LEMMA 2.1. Under the assumption `` D is a square,'' the field L is0
 .contained in the cyclotomic field Q z .p
Proof. By the ray class field theory or by the Kronecker]Weber
.theorem the abelian number field L must be contained in a cyclotomic
 .rfield Q z for some positive integer r. More precisely, the conductor ofp
the extension LrQ is necessarily a power of p possibly multiplied by the
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r  .rinfinite prime p ; and the ray class field mod p ? p is the field Q z so` ` p
 .rthat L ; Q z . Now, the degree of L over Q being prime to p, it canp
 .readily be seen that L ; Q z .p
We are now in a position to give a necessary and sufficient condition,
bearing on the splitting field N, for the Galois group G to be solvable.
 . p w xTHEOREM 2.2. Let w X s X q aX q a g Z X be an Eisenstein tri-
nomial with respect to p ) 3. The absolute Galois group G of w is sol¨ able if
and only if the splitting field N of w is obtained by adjoining to Q a root p of
w and a primiti¨ e pth root of unity z . In particular, if G is sol¨ able then G isp
isomorphic to the group of affine transformations of F .p
Proof. The condition on N is obviously sufficient for G to be solvable,
and if this is so, G being a permutation group of degree p and order
 .  .p p y 1 , is isomorphic to the affine group Aff F .p
Conversely, suppose that G is solvable. Then G is isomorphic to a
 . subgroup of Aff F . Moreover, in view of the ramification of p in N seep
.  .Lemma 1.2 , we must have G , Aff F ; and in this case the maximalp
abelian extension L of Q contained in N is of order p y 1 over Q:
w x  .L : Q s p y 1. Hence L s Q z by Lemma 2.1, and thereby N sp
 .Q p , z . The theorem holds.p
Now what happens if G is not solvable? As we shall see in the next
section, G is then the full symmetric group S .p
 .3. G , S OR Aff Fp p
 . pSuppose the Galois group G of the trinomial w X s X q aX q a
 .where p divides the integer a exactly once is not solvable. Then, in view
 .of the ramification of p in the splitting field N see Lemma 1.2 , we see
that G possesses a proper subgroup namely the inertia group of a place of
.  .N lying over p , isomorphic to the affine group Aff F . This alreadyp
wassures us that the action of G over the roots of w is triply transitive 11,
xChap. IV, Theorem 27.1 .
In fact, while exploring some consequences of the classification of finite
w xsimple groups, W. Feit 1, Sect. 4 drew up a list of possible Galois groups
of prime degree trinomials over Q. From this list, bearing in mind that G
is not contained in the alternating group A see the discriminant ofp
 ..w X , it follows that, if G is assumed to be non-solvable, then only the
following two possibilities can occur.
1. G , Sp
2. p s 1 q 2 e ) 5 for some integer e, and
PSL 2 e : G : PGL 2 e , .  .2 2
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 e.where PSL 2 is the projective special linear group of degree 2 over the2
e  e.efinite field F of 2 elements, and PGL 2 denotes its automorphism2 2
group, i.e., the projective semilinear group of degree 2 over F e.2
As we shall now point out, the second case does not actually hold in our
 .situation. Since Aff F contains an element of order p y 1, so does thep
Galois group G. Whereas this is not even the case of the semilinear group
 e. eGL 2 with 2 s p y 1 ) 4. Indeed, let u be a semilinear transformation2
 . e eeof E relative to an automorphism s of F of order 2 . Since s is the2
identity of F e , we see that ue is a linear map. On the other hand, the2
 e.general linear group GL 2 being of order2
22 e y 1 22 e y 2 e , .  .
its 2-Sylow subgroups are of order 2 e. Considering the subgroup
1 l
e, l g F ,2 5 /0 1
we see that these 2-Sylow subgroups are elementary abelian. Consequently
u2 e s 1, and 2 e divides 2 e. This is in contradiction with the inequality
2 e ) 4. Summarizing, we have established
 . p  .THEOREM 3.1. Let w X s X q aX q a a g Z be an Eisenstein tri-
nomial with respect to p. The absolute Galois group G of w is either the full
 .symmetric group S , or the affine group Aff F .p p
It is well known that, by reducing a polynomial modulo a prime, we may
find subgroups of its Galois group over Q. Using this idea, together with
Theorems 2.2 and 3.1, the following example can be derived without
difficulty.
 .EXAMPLE 3.2. Take a prime number l such that the polynomial w X
s X p q aX q a reduced modulo l has no multiple roots in an algebraic
 .closure of F ; that is, l does not divide the discriminant of w X . Letl
w X s w X w X ??? w X mod l .  .  .  .  .1 2 g
 .be the factorization of w X into irreducible factors over F , withl
degree w X s f for i s 1, 2, . . . , g . . .i i
Also, let f be the order of l in the multiplicative group of the non-zero0
elements of F . Denote by f the least common multiple of f , f , . . . , f .p 0 1 g
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Then, according to Theorems 2.2 and 3.1, the absolute Galois group G of
 .the Eisenstein trinomial w X with respect to p is the symmetric group Sp
in each of the two following cases.
1. f ) p,
 .2. f is prime to p p y 1 .
In this way, by taking l s 2, and factorizing X p q X q 1 modulo 2,
 .we see that for small i.e., less than 100 prime numbers p / 7, and for an
odd integer a, the Galois group G of X p q aX q a over Q is the
symmetric group S .p
In the rest of this section let us drop the assumption ``p divides a,'' and
consider the absolute Galois group G of an irreducible trinomial
 . pw X s X qa X q a when p does not divide a. Denote again by p a root
 .of w, and by K the field Q p . Suppose that the Galois group G is not
isomorphic to the symmetric group S . Then only the prime divisors of ap
may ramify in K and, as in Lemma 1.3, each prime integer is either
non-ramified or fully ramified in K. Thus all the finite primes of K are
 .  .unramified in the splitting field N of w X over Q Abhyanker's lemma .
 .Now, suppose also that p ) 3. Then w X having at most three real roots,
K cannot be a normal extension of Q. Thus if any proper subfield F of N
is Galois over Q, we have F l K s Q. Accordingly, as the extension
FKrK is unramified at all finite primes, so is the extension FrQ. How-
ever, it is well known that such a proper extension of Q does not exist:
F s Q. Consequently, if the Galois group G is not the full symmetric
group S , then it is a non-cyclic simple group. In particular, the group G isp
wnot solvable. Hence, using the classification of finite simple groups 1, Sect.
x4 , G must be one of the following:
 .1. G , PSL 2 , with p s 7.3
 .2. G , PSL 11 or the Mathieu group M , with p s 11.2 11
 e. e3. G , PSL 2 , with p s 1 q 2 ) 5.2
4. G , S or the alternating group A .p p
Now the first two cases above do not hold. Indeed, we easily check that
 .the discriminant of w X is not a square when p s 7 or p s 11:
6 7 6 .  .With p s 7, the discriminant ya 7 q 6 a of w X is not a square,
 7 6 .since y 7 q 6 a is not a square modulo 3. Similarly, with p s 11, the
10 11 10 .  .  11discriminant ya 11 q 10 a of w X is not a square, since y 11 q
10 .10 a is not a square modulo 8.
w xWe thus have the following theorem, which improves Theorem 2 of 3 .
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THEOREM 3.3. Let a be a rational integer such that the prime number p
 . pdoes not di¨ ide a. Let w X s X q aX q a be irreducible o¨er Q, and G
be its absolute Galois group. Then
 .  .i G , S if the discriminant of w X is not a square.p
 .  e.  .ii G , A or PSL 2 if the discriminant of w X is a square. Thep 2
latter is, of course, only possible when p y 1 is a power of 2.
 .  .Furthermore, in the second case, if p is a root of w X and K s Q p ,
 .then no finite prime of K ramifies in the splitting field of w X .
4. LOCAL STUDY AT p
 . pWe return to the case where the trinomial w X s X q aX q a is
Eisenstein with respect to p. In this section we shall show, by local
arguments, that if the Galois group G is not the symmetric group S , thenp
a
' 1 mod p . .
p
Next, we show that G , S if the rational integer a is negative.p
 .Let F be the splitting field of w X over, this time, the p-adic field Q .p
w xBy Lemma 1.2, the degree of the extension FrQ is maximal: F : Q sp p
 .p p y 1 .
p y 1’ .LEMMA 4.1. We ha¨e F s Q p , y a , where p is, as before, ap
 .fixed root of w X .
 .  .  .Proof. Let E [ Q p . Introduce the polynomial c X s w X rp
 .X y p over E. It is easy to verify that
c p X X p y 1 a .
s q .py1 py1X y 1p p
  .. py1Thus the polynomial c p X q 1 rp is Eisenstein over the local field
 .E. Consequently, if v is a root of this last polynomial, then F s Q p , vp
with v a uniformizing element of F.
p y 1’ .Now, since Q y a is a cyclic extension of degree p y 1 over Q ,p p
 .in order to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that ya is a p y 1 st
power in F. Returning to the definition of v, we notice that a satisfies the
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equality
ya p p y 1 .
py1 py2s v q pv q ??? q v q p.py1 2p
 . py1So yar pv is a principal unit of F. This establishes that ya is a
 .p y 1 st power in F, as was to be shown.
In view of this last lemma and Theorem 2.2, we are faced with the
following question: under which necessary and sufficient condition does
p y 1’ .  .the local field Q y a coincide with the cyclotomic field Q z ?p p p
The next result yields the answer.
LEMMA 4.2. Let a s pb be a rational integer such that p does not di¨ ide b.
p y 1’ .  . Then Q z s Q y a if and only if b is a principal unit of Q i.e.,p p p p
.b ' 1 mod p .
p y 1
 .  . w’Proof. It is known that Q z s Q y p 2, Chap. 15, Sect. 3,p p p
x  .p. 222 . Hence, by the theory of Kummer extensions, we have Q z sp p
p y 1’ .Q y a if and only if there exist a p-adic number c and a rationalp
integer m prime to p y 1 such that
m py1ya s yp c , 0 - m - p y 1. .
 .Comparing the p-adic valuations we obtain m s 1; thus Q z sp p
p y 1 py1’ .Q y a if and only if b s c for a p-adic unit c. The lemma thenp
follows from the structure of the p-adic units.
We may now easily derive the following result by combining Theorems
2.2 and 3.1 and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.
 . p  .THEOREM 4.3. Let w X s X q aX q a a g Z be an Eisenstein tri-
 .nomial with respect to p. If arp k 1 mod p , then the absolute Galois group
 .G of the trinomial w X is the full symmetric group S .p
As a special case of the above theorem, we mention the following
COROLLARY 4.4. For any prime number p, the absolute Galois group of
the trinomial X p y pX y p is the symmetric group S .p
REMARK. The case of X p q pX q p has been treated by K. Komatsu
w x4, Theorem 4 .
Finally, consider the case a s pb - 0. Suppose first that b s y1 or y2.
By the above theorem, the absolute Galois group G of the Eisenstein
 . p trinomial w X s X q aX q a is the symmetric group note that for
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p F 3 this is always the case, the discriminant of X 3 q aX q a not being a
.square . Now suppose that the integer b F y3. Then by evaluating w at
y1, yb1r py1., 0, `, and using the intermediate value theorem on the real
 .  .function defined by w x , we deduce that the trinomial w X has exactly
three real roots for p G 3, which prevents the Galois group G from being
solvable. Accordingly, by using Theorem 3.1, we have shown
THEOREM 4.5. Let a s pb be a negati¨ e rational integer such that p does
not di¨ ide b. Then the absolute Galois group G of the trinomial X p q aX q a
is the full symmetric group S .p
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